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Well this is not where I want to be, three years behind in publishing the Fox
River Lines, but that is where I am. Oh there are lots of explanations but that does not
get the job done. At this point the plan is to publish a review of 2015 and hopefully
publish reviews of the end of 2012 and then reviews of 2013 and 2014 to meet the
commitment of recording the progress and activities at the museum. It takes a lot of
effort to keep the museum running and I am afraid that the membership, the local
community and even our fellow museums, many whom share their newsletters with
us, haven’t heard about what we have been up to. That is a shame considering the
effort it takes to manage and operate the museum. Several people have submitted
drafts of articles and I will be using them. Sometimes I wish I had more energy or at
least enough to keep up with a third of the ideas that come to me about the museum.
The museum is in desperate need of more volunteer involvement to not only maintain
but improve the campus and insure its operation. The newsletter is but one way to
spread the word. There is the web site www.foxtrolley.org and its link to our
Facebook page as well. Different people get their information in different ways and all
these means need to be used.
The one thing that keeps me going with my museum activities is our line’s
history. It has been operating in one form or another since 1896, from the heady days
of construction and expansion (Aurora and Elgin were not finally linked until 1900),
into the decline after the Great War (WW I), the renaissance and modernization of the
1920’s, the conversion to motor buses in the 1930’s, the mundane hauling of freight
and coal, the conversion to diesel operation after WW II, the emergence of a heritage
trolley operation in the 1960’s, the development of the museum site (Castlemuir) in
the 1970’s, the construction of our first car barn in the 1980’s, the creation of the
bicycle path, the extension into the Kane County Forest Preserve in 2002 and finally
the return of an actual AE&FR interurban to home rails in 2009. It seems to me that
we have a duty to the people that came before us and also to the generations that will
come after us to keep this story going. Hopefully this issue of the Lines will help
inspire each of you to do what you can to keep this valuable community asset going
and developing.

Joseph Hazinski, Editor

MISSION
To preserve and interpret Chicago’s electric transport era that began in the
1890s and peaked before 1950. The electric transport era is significant because
electric railways, including interurban, rapid transit, and streetcars, helped the
Chicago region grow to be one of North America’s great metropolitan areas. The
Museum strives to show that electric railways were more than convenient, they
were and are a way of life for generations of people from all walks of life.
The Museum fulfills this mission by preserving, interpreting, and operating
historic railway vehicles on its demonstration electric railway, over the Aurora,
Elgin and Fox River Electric route at South Elgin, Illinois. Furthermore,
the museum preserves, displays and interprets smaller artifacts, photos, oral
histories, and documents which help relate the importance of electric transport
in and around the Chicago Metropolitan Area, putting them in context with their
surroundings and era.
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Fox River Trolley Museum
2015 Operating Cash Budget
Accepted 3-8-15

Expenses
Department
Amount
Administration ......................... $ ..... 42,760.00
Operations ................................ $ ..... 55,580.00
Member Services ..................... $ ....... 1,025.00
Museum Services ..................... $ ..... 19,000.00
Car ........................................... $ ..... 12,365.00
Fixed Plant ............................... $ ..... 15,790.00
Other ........................................ $ .......... 20,950
$ ... 167,470.00
Funding
Revenue from Operations ........ $ ... 128.000.00
Cash Donations ........................ $ ..... 20,000.00
Transfer from Savings ............. $ ..... 19,470.00
Miscellaneous Income ............. $ ------------$ ... 167,470.00
Difference ................................ $ -------------

The Track 2 area with cinders showing just before work was to start.

possible to allow for the greatest flexibility. On
Wednesday April 1st IC caboose 9648 was moved to
Track 3 North to be out of the way and the task of
collecting and distributing replacement ties on the low
level platform was begun by Chuck and Chris using
the tractor and AE&FR #5 with the ”steel” push car.
On Friday April 3rd, Chris took the opportunity to add
mending plates to the ends of the ties that did not have
them. These metal plates take the place of the old “S”
irons that help the ends of the ties from splitting and
are pretty much standard on railroad ties used by most
(Continued on page 4)

Chris Nelson

The major museum site project for 2015 has been
the complete rehabilitation of the track structure at the
loading area of Track 2 at Castlemuir. This track goes
back to the RELIC days and was part of the second
major expansion of trackage on the museum’s site.
The northern most area was laid in cinders from the
Elgin State Hospital’s boilers, the predominant type of
ballast on our mainline dating back to the 1896 construction. In this area these cinders were used to cover
the ties to rail height to simulate early street trackage
and in more recent decades this area has been the
location of our popular Illinois Central caboose. The
track structure a little further south adjacent to the low
level brick platform had stone ballast applied and the
ties showing, a number of which were split and failing. Your author remembers being stabbed in the back
by these tie splinters when working under 715.
After the decision was made to completely
rebuild the track this season efforts started in earnest
on Sunday March 29th when Chuck Galitz and Chris
Nelson moved all the electric cars stored on Track 2
for the winter down the car barn lead as close as

Chris Nelson

Track 2 Rehabilitation

The view from locomotive 5 pushing the steel work car
with new ties for distribution along the work area.
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Chris Nelson

Chuck Galitz on his Case tractor using rail dogs to shift the rails
to the east of the track zone. There is no turning back now.

Joe Hazinski

One can see how bad the old ties were when compared to the new ties waiting on the platform.

Chris Nelson

railroads today, our AE&FR being
no exception. Saturday April 4th
had Chris continuing adding
mending plates while Chuck
checked and recorded the existing
rail height. Monday April 6th the
fellows were back at it dropping off
more ties, putting the EZ dumper
on the “steel” car and then gathering tie plates (it is our standard to
use a tie plate on every new tie
installed on the railroad).
Wednesday April 8th the point
of no return was reached as Chris
and Chuck broke the rail at the
south end of the loading platform
north of the car barn lead switch
(Switch 23) and with the aid of
Casey, Chuck’s tractor, snaked
each set of rails to the east next to
the South Shore cars. The first of
several dump truck loads of new
crushed rock ballast was delivered
to the parking lot.
Old ties were pulled and
placed into a large dumpster on
Saturday April 11th by Brain Drew,
Chuck Galitz and Chris Nelson.

Chris Nelson

Track 2 Rehabilitation

The bolts and joint bars removed from the
west rail. Now the spikes can be pulled.
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Tie plates piled up for use on the new ties.

Joe Hazinski

Chuck Galtiz
Chuck Galtiz

Chris Nelson

It is April 20th and the grading is completed. The project
was slowed from time to time by the spring rains.

The cinders that were removed from Track 2 were loaded into the
EZ Dumper and where distributed along the original mainline.

The ties have been set and spaced and now the tractor
is being used to put the rails back into place.

Sunday the 12th the grading started with old rock fill
from track 2 moved to the embankment near switch 54
and the cinder ballast deposited at points along the
main line to Coleman with the EZ dumper pulled
behind AE&FR 5 by Chuck Galitz, Chris Nelson and
Ralph Taylor. Chuck continued grading on tax day
and also on Friday April 17th with Switch 1 West
ballasted with cinders by Brian Drew and Chuck Galitz.
On Saturday April 18th Chuck continued the
grading in the Track 2 area while Brian Drew, Jim
Gonyo and Chris Nelson changed out three ties in the
mainline south of Switch 54 and finished the cinder

Jim Slattery setting a spike, Brian Drew bucking
and Ed Konecki on the spiker nailing down a tie.

reballasting of Switch 1 West. On Sunday the 19th
Chuck and Chris moved CTA 4451 into position on
Track 2 South of the pedestrian crossing so it would be
available as an air supply for future spiking. On
Tuesday and Wednesday April 21st and 22nd Chuck
continued using his Case tractor to grade the track
area. With grading finished on Thursday April 23rd,
the museum’s remaining geo textile underlayment was
rolled out and new ties placed on top of the mat by Chuck
and Chris. Friday, April 24 saw Chuck finish placing the
ties and then position the rails.
(Continued on page 6)
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Joe Hazinski

Track 2 Rehabilitation

Joe Hazinski

Sometimes it take two to buck a tie. The gauge bar can be seen keeping the rails in gauge.

Joe Hazinski

It is April 26th and the west rail has been spiked
and work is now proceeding on the east rail.

The west rail has all been spiked but there still is a lot of spiking to do to
get the east rail gauged in place which will take place the next weekend.

On the weekend starting Saturday April 25th
tie plates were set and the west rail roughly aligned
along with readying the spiking tools inside of CTA
4451 by a crew composed of Ed Konecki, Fred
Lonnes, Chris Nelson and Jim Slattery. Sunday April
26 saw air spiking started by Fred Lonnes, Chris
Nelson and Ralph Taylor. Tuesday April 28th eight ties
were dropped off along Track 2, south of Switch 23 by
Brian Drew and Chris Nelson. On Friday April 30th
Brian and Chris inserted five of the new ties into this
portion of Track 2.
On Saturday, May 2nd the air spiking was
finished, the rails aligned precisely on the Track 2
route and all the spiking tools put away by a big crew
FOX RIVER LINES
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Here we see the south end of the rebuilding project all
spiked down and ready for stone ballast.

composed of Brian Drew, Chuck Galitz, Ed Konecki, Fred
Lonnes, Chris Nelson, Jim Slattery and Ralph Taylor.
Track 2 effort resumed on Saturday May 9th
with Chuck Galitz repairing the tamper generator
while lifting, leveling, ballasting and tamping was
done by Damin Keenan, Ed Konecki, Fred Lonnes and
Chris Nelson. Museum operations started Sunday the
10th with just enough space available on Track 2 for
one car to clear the pedestrian crossing. Tuesday May
12th saw Chris insert two more ties into Track 2 south
of Switch 23 which he was able to spike on Thursday
May 14th and then with the help of Brian Drew set out
six more ties along Track 2 South.
The next weekend, Saturday May 16th found

Joe Hazinski

Joe Hazinski

The ballast from the first truck load of stone as it was distributed on May 4th.
You can see the puddles of water from the rain which slowed the process.

The EZ Dumper was repositioned on the steel push car, loaded with
stone at the Track 2 pedestrian crossing and then moved by AE&FR 5
into position so on this day Fred Lonnes could control the distribution
of the ballast as the locomotive moved slowly ahead.

Brian Drew, Chuck Galitz, Ed Konecki, Jim Minerly
and Chris Nelson lifting, leveling, ballasting and
tamping the project area. Chris dressed the ballast on
Sunday May 17th, the second operating day of the
season. The large dumpster used for disposing used
ties was topped off by Chuck Galitz and Chris Nelson on
Thursday May 21st.
One more Saturday, May 23rd was needed for
final lifting, leveling, ballasting, tamping and dressing
by Chuck Galitz, Ed Konecki, Art Lemke, Fred
Lonnes, Chris Nelson and Jim Slattery. On Thursday

Joe Hazinski

Chris Nelson

One of the first scoops of ballast is dropped on the new track structure.

More ballast has been placed on the track and graded out
by the tractor as the day’s work is closed on May 11th.

May 28th Chris Nelson finished ballast dressing, swept
the platform off and raked spilled stone out of the
lawn while Chuck Galitz, Bill Minerly and Ralph
Taylor moved the caboose back to its normal location.
All rolling stock was put in position for the Rails to
Victory operations on Saturday morning May 30th by
Chuck Galitz and Chris Nelson. The track structure
was essentially complete at this point in time but
work on drainage and resetting the Track 2 high level
platform remained. Seven ties had been replaced on
(Continued on page 8)
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The next weekend finds Chris Nelson and Ed
Konecki using the tampers while Jim Minerly
stands by to add more stone as the rail is
raised and tamped.

Joe Hazinski

Chuck Galtiz

Track 2 Rehabilitation

It is opening day May 17th and enough of Track 2
is finished to allow CNS&M 715 to use Track 2.

Joe Hazinski

Joe Hazinski

Here 715 is berthed on the usable portion of Track 2
ready for another Mothers Day trip to Blackhawk.

By May 24th Track 2 was completely usable and the
IC caboose is finally back in its normal location.

Track 2, south of the reconstruction area and four ties
were replaced in the mainline as well up to this point
in time along with general brush cutting and removed
tie pickup.
While the primary task was finished, work
continued and on Tuesday June 9th Chris Nelson
dropped off three treated timbers to extend the Track 2
platform wall. On Saturday June 13th Chuck Galitz and
Chris Nelson once again reconfigured the EZ Dumper
FOX RIVER LINES
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on the steel push car. Sunday June 14th was spent doing
emergency tree removal along the mainline after several
trees came down blocking operation.
Saturday June 20th the work on Track 2 drain tile
excavation started in earnest with the EZ Dumper
being used to dump the spoils along the right-of-way
with Chuck Galitz, Ed Konecki, Fred Lonnes, Jim
Minerly and Chris Nelson providing the labor. On
Monday June 22nd, Chris worked on grading out the

Chris Nelson

Joe Hazinski

Here we see the new stone
landing next to the caboose.

Chuck Galitz and Fred Lonnes measure depth of
the end of the new drain line next to Track 2.

End of the drain hose sealed up placed on
permeable fabric all kept in place by new
stone ballast after first day of installation.

mainline bank fill.
The next work party was Saturday June 27th
with continued drain tile excavation, the start of drain
hose installation along with ballasting by a crew
composed of Luke Helm, Chuck Galitz, Ed Konecki,
Fred Lonnes and Chris Nelson with Chris again
coming back on Monday June 29th to grade out the
spoils deposited along the mainline.
The holiday weekend saw the process contin-

Joe Hazinski

Chris Nelson

Chris Nelson

Luke Helm and Ed Konecki look on as Fred Lonnes monitors Chuck loading the EZ Dumper.

The end drain and final top
appearance from the south end.

ued on Friday July 3rd as work proceeded from south
to north with careful measurement to keep the pitch
sloping towards the intended goal of the creek north of
the driveway by Chuck Galitz, Ed Konecki, Fred
Lonnes, Jim Minerly and Chris Nelson. Saturday July
4th saw Chuck and Fred continue this process.
Wednesday July 8th saw Chuck Galitz and Fred
Lonnes continue the ballasting over the drain tile hose
(Continued on page 10)
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Joe Hazinski

Joe Hazinski

Track 2 Rehabilitation

Joe Hazinski

Joe Hazinski

The ditching continues towards
the driveway of July 18th.

July 20th and now it is time
to cross the drive way.

and Thursday the 9th, Chris Nelson again continued
grading out the spoils deposited along the mainline.
The Saturday July 11th work party of Chuck
Galitz and Chris Nelson moved the Track 2 high level
platform, graded the area and applying ballast at
ground level northward along the caboose. Starting on
Sunday July 12th Chuck Galitz did the final preparations for installing the pvc pipe through and under the
driveway which was done on Monday July 20th with
FOX RIVER LINES
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Joe Hazinski

It is July 5th and the project has made it past the end of track. AE&FR 5
can be seen with the EZ Dumper which was used to bring in the ballast.

More drain hose has been attached and it is apparent that proper pitch
is needed to keep the water flowing away from the track structure.

Chuck has gotten half way across the
driveway as the Village inspector stops
by to talk. The pvc pipe and second
drain cover can be seen in this view.

final ballasting over the trench and driveway done
Friday July 24th. As a result the erosion east of the
portable toilets has been eased making for an easier
walk along the driveway from the parking lot to the
Castlemuir depot site.
There was a lot of work done over the rest
of the operating season by Chuck Galitz and Ralph
Taylor to get the Track 2 high level platform in place
as the first plan and subsequent efforts had it too high

Joe Hazinski

Joe Hazinski

A little stone and the driveway is passable.

for usage. After modifying the height of the platform
and changing the level of the grade Chuck Galitz
finally had it usable by Polar Express when it was
used as access to the L car used for costume storage
for the volunteer servers on the train.
This project was a long haul but resulted in a
major improvement, especially in rain water run off
which is not apparent to visitor and volunteer alike but
part of making our museum campus a better place.

Joe Hazinski

Almost finished with this phase on a hot and humid July 20th.

Joe Hazinski

Later in the afternoon Chuck is pouring sand around
the pvc drain pipe before filling the trench in.

The end of the drainage pipe has rocks that were recovered
during the grading used to protect for erosion.

It should also be noted that a total of 15 more ties
were changed out on Track 2 south of the replacement
project and 4 ties replaced in Coleman Yard from
September to October along with some gauge adjustment on the Track 2 curve at Castlemuir. Besides
Chris Nelson, Fred Lonnes, Chuck Galitz, Art Lemke,
Brian Drew, Mike Gilles, Patrick Storm, Jim Minerly
and Jim Slattery participated in this work.
(Continued on page 12)
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The area behind the portable toilets is
graded out with crushed stone to finally
finish this phase of the Track 2 project.

Joe Hazinski

Joe Hazinski

Track 2 Rehabilitation

Finally modifications were made by Chuck and Ralph Taylor by July 27th
and the stone could finally dress the ground beneath platform to complete
the project. Joe Hazinski Photo

In other right-of-way projects
Ed Konecki piloted the annual
weed spraying in July and both
Joe and Sandy Solinski did brush
cutting to knock down the most
offending branches striking the cars.
A special thanks to Chris
Nelson who provided the chronological notes that made this article
possible and thanks to all who
contributed their efforts to complete this project with apologies to
any whose name may have been
left out.

Joe Hazinski

Joseph Hazinski

The platform in use to access CTA 43 for use as the dressing room for the Polar Express volunteers
with platform at the level of the car floor, an improvement from being too high in the past.
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Federal Railroad Administration Safety Regulations For Train Museums
Are these railroad images
familiar? Certified window glazing
material, toll-free emergency
numbers at rail crossings, and
reflective tape on rail cars are
examples of many safety practices
mandated by the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA), the agency
responsible for developing and
enforcing regulations related to
railroad safety.
These regulations, published
in the Code of Federal Regulations,
are grouped into ‘Parts’. These
Parts tend to be very dense and
detailed, covering topics such as
Freight Car Safety, Window Glazing, Signal Systems, Noise Protection, and Engineer Qualification
among others. There are more than
thirty such Parts with potential
application to tourist railroads.
As a matter of policy (and
priority of resources), the FRA
does not apply many of its Parts to
railroads which are not part of the
general North American rail system
and are considered ‘insular’. The
Fox River Trolley Museum is
‘insular’: It doesn’t have an active
highway crossing, it doesn’t cross
another railroad at grade, it doesn’t
run in the same corridor as another
railroad, and it doesn’t cross a
bridge over navigable waters. This
classification can be a bit complex;
reconnecting the switch to the CN
at Coleman for infrequent deliveries would not necessarily make the
Museum part of the general railroad system. By contrast, the
Alaska Railroad, although completely isolated with no external
rail connections, is still considered
part of the general system because

FRA photos

it interchanges traffic by barge.
Insular tourist railroads are
currently subject to two key Parts:
Hours of Service, and Bridge
Inspection. Operators are familiar
with the Hours of Service log, and
the Museum Board contracts with a
professional engineer to inspect
and report on the condition of
Ward’s Bridge near Woodcliff as
well as the two cattle underpasses
at Coleman.
The Museum reviews other
Parts of FRA regulations, even if
they don’t directly apply. For
example, Part 240 details requirements for railroads to qualify their
engineers. These requirements
include consideration of prior
safety conduct, hearing and vision
testing, knowledge and rules
exams, observation of an
engineer’s skills for running the
equipment, and continuing education. Even though the Museum is
not formally covered by Part 240,
many of our practices (periodic
requalification, safety briefings, the

monthly operating safety newsletters) mirror those practiced by
general railroads.
Our primary awareness of
FRA regulations is provided by
ATRRM (Association of Tourist
Railroads and Railroad Museums).
Bob Opal and others present
periodic updates at the ATRRM
conferences. ATRRM also participates in working groups that advise
FRA, helping to develop realistic
regulations that recognize the
special circumstances and older
equipment of museums.
Even though its regulation of
tourist railroads is lighter than that
for conventional lines, the FRA has
the authority to order any railroad
to immediately halt operations
when it deems it unsafe. Passengers riding on our trains expect a
safe experience. Our knowledge of
good safety practices, and rigorous
adherence to them, are critical to
the Museum’s continued viability.
Doug Rundell,
Superintendent of Operations
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Car Department Activity

While sometimes it seems if not
much progress was made the Car Department was quite active this year thanks to
the efforts of Chuck Galitz, Doug Rundell,
Mike Gilles, Fred Lonnes, Joe Solinski,
Ralph Taylor and others.
I will start with the backbone of
our operation, the CTA all-electric cars.

All three cars had their traction motors
inspected, blown down and motor access
covers cleaned and painted along with
inspection and lubrication of their M-G
sets, inspection and watering of their
batteries and lubrication of their parking
brake mechanisms.
With car 40 the kingpin nut was

Fred Lonnes and Mike Gilles giving
CTA 4103 1940’s-50’s paint job to
make it look more presentable.
Photos by Joe Hazinski

finally attached to the #1 truck at the time
of the parking brake inspection and lube
at Ward’s bridge. Doug Rundell did this
difficult job with the help of Chuck Galitz,
Mike Gilles and Jim Tarbet. Unfortunately
during Polar Express the #3 traction motor
suffered a failure, apparently to a field
instead of the armature as there are no
tell-tale marks on the motor covers. We
are considering our options as to how to
deal with this issue.
Through the efforts of Fred Lonnes,
in April Kustom Seating Unlimited of
Bellwood, recovered some damaged seat
backs in 43 and also provided the museum with additional seat covers for
future use. Joe Solinski once again tackled
the preparation, priming and painting
of ceiling paint defects in the car.
The brake rods during the change out
done by Doug Rundell on CTA car 43.

FOX RIVER LINES
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One of the recovered seats in CTA 43 done by Kustom
Seating Unlimited through the efforts of Fred Lonnes.

Doug Rundell changed out a brake rod on
the #2 motor parking brake that would no
longer adjust and took the old rod and
reworked it so it is now available as a
spare. During the brake lube process a few
grease fittings were found damaged and
will have to be replaced next season. For
the last two years the car has seen limited
service because its M-G was near failure.
When the traction motor failed on 40 it
was swapped out but after one day’s Polar
Express service the M-G finally failed. In
both cases with the insight of Fred and
Chuck we were able to continue operation
using the cars 40 and then 43 as control
trailers. Next season we will finally change
out the M-G set so the car can once again
return to regular operation.
In September Chuck Galitz finally
determined the electric coupler on the
south end of 45 cannot be repaired.
Fortunately we were able to obtain a
replacement block from Kenosha but it is
a time consuming task to transfer and
reconnect every contact pin so in the
meantime we cannot operate in MU from
that end. During motor inspection Chuck
was able to remove the broken stud on the
#3 motor that holds one of the covers on
so we no longer have to zip-tie that cover
to the motor case.
Continuing with our CTA collection, L-202 finally got a functioning feed
valve, the air gauge needles reset and the
(Continued on page 16)

Here Ralph Taylor is finishing up the installation of
new light bulb receptacles on CTA locomotive L-202.

Tracing out the light circuits on CA&E 20 was a task Chuck Galitz
took on. Unfortunately one circuit is out of service.
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Car Department Activity

In preparation for painting Joe Solinski,
Fred Lonnes and Patrick Storm work to
remove storm windows from CA&E 458.

sockets on the hood light replaced with
newer water proof fixtures through the
efforts of Chuck Galitz and Ralph Taylor.
The locomotive performed well during
our Caboose Days operations.
Car 4103, formerly known as the
“ghost” first had its’ window plugs
repaired and replaced as needed by Bob
Hillman and assisted by Mike Gilles and
others in July. August found Fred Lonnes
and Mike giving it a cosmetic coat of
paint in the form of the old CRT/CTA
brown and orange livery making it look
more respectful.
CA&E 20 and 316 went through
their usual inspection and lubrication by
Ralph Taylor. In September Chuck Galitz
did a lot interior lighting tracing and
determined that one circuit is unable to
be repaired as some, if not all the ceiling
would have to be removed to find the
broken wire. On July 5th 20 was MUed
(Multiple Unit operation) with 316 for
FOX RIVER LINES
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operation. Unfortunately in September
one of 316’s main air reservoir tanks was
found to be leaking at a bottom seam.
The consensus is that we should have a
new air tank fabricated and if the price is
right have two made up to head off any
future failures. Detailed inspection needs
to be done to determine the specifications
for the replacement tanks and a vendor
has to be chosen.
In another effort to spruce up the
museum Fred Lonnes started work on
CA&E 458 by removing the storm windows on August 23rd with the help of Joe
Solinski and Patrick Storm. There was
much sanding and grinding done by Joe
and Fred and after masking the windows,
exterior priming was done by September
6th and both red and gray paint spraying
completed on the 13th. Joe also did some
bondo patching on the north end of the
car before final painting.
Jim Slattery has been slowly
working on the CA&E Unit Crane with the
next step being removing the gasoline

engine for off site rebuilding.
CNS&M 715 had its northwest trap
repaired by Doug Rundell on April 20 so
that it now functions properly. With some
trial and error he was finally able to
replace and adjust all torsion springs in all
four traps so that they now function as
they should, slowly springing up when
released. All four motors were inspected
and cleaned out through their bottom
covers. Motor #3 needs to be rebanded, a
task that Ralph Taylor was unable to get to
this season. A spring in the top brush
holder in the same motor was found
broken and thus not working in May so a
brush holder was borrowed from 756 so
that Ralph can have the spring replaced
by a shop he works with. After a little
searching Doug Rundell came up with a
spring to replace the broken on in the
latch on the interior door to the south
motorman’s cab. Finally in September Joe
Solinski started filling the rust out holes in
the west side of the car body. It is his
(Continued on page 18)

This view is at the end of a day or priming CA&E 458 so a finish coat of red and gray can be applied.

CA&E 458 coming up the car barn lead after completion of its painting.
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Car Department Activity

After repairing the trap and spring on the northwest corner of CNS&M 715,
Doug Rundell adjusted and/or renewed the springs on all the traps.

Joe Solinski is doing body work along CNS&M 715, filling in
the rusted out areas, a project he will continue next season.
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intention to work his way around the car
including the ends when the weather
permits next spring. The long term goal is
to repaint the green but it is desired to
repair or replace all side doors and
replace all the standee windows as part of
this task while keeping the car in service
on operating days.
The efforts on AE&FR 304 have
been many this year. Traction motor
inspections, which are very hard to do
because of limited underside clearance
were done early in the season. During this
inspection I found one of the compressor
brushes almost worn out. Not having
spares Chuck Galitz made a metal filler
piece to keep the worn brush working.
With the help of a drawing by Dave
Johnston of the Western Railway Museum
(Rio Vista) I was able to get new brushes
made so we now have a good supply. 304
is used as one of the primary cars for our
Rails to Victory operation and when it
came out of the barn a flash was observed
by Fred Lonnes emanating from the
resistance grids. Fortunately the car
continued to operate but subsequent
inspection revealed that the grids are in
poor shape with temporary repairs dating
back to the car’s time at Trolleyville. In
June, Chuck and I did some detailed
inspection of the grid boxes on several
occasions and was able to come up with
some calculations as to the resistance
values at the various taps. Chuck also did
some searching on line and discovered
that the papers of Gerald Brookins, the
late owner and creator of Trolleyville had
been given to the library at Cleveland
State University by his family. Going over
an index of the holdings he noticed a file
labeled “Resister Grids-Fox River Cars
303&304”. He contacted Steve Heister, our
friend at the Northern Ohio Railway
Museum with this information. It turns
out Steve already knew the library staff
people at CSU and was aware that the
Brookins papers where in their collection.
He took time to research and scan the
documents, forwarding them to us. As it
turned out it was contemplated back in
1984 to replace the plates in the grids but
this was never done. A GE engineering
drawing of the plates was among the
papers but unfortunately the company
who made the grids no longer makes this

A project that has been waiting for years, Mike Gilles is painting the roof of AE&FR 304 in a color
that matches what was used on Shaker Heights Rapid Transit and most likely the Fox River Line.

particular style and has disposed of the
patterns. Since the car still runs properly
we are faced with either trying to get
another vendor to make the patterns and
plates or substitute a more modern type
of resistance grid system. There is interest
among other museums to have the
original plates made but no action has
been taken at this time so this is still an
open question as to what we will ultimately do. Considering that the car could
fail on the line Chuck devised and
installed a tow hook system to move the
car from the north end with AE&FR #5 if
the need should arise as the original tow
system on that end of the car was damaged on the Shaker Heights Rapid Transit
and is unusable. All this activity took
place in June. I finally lapped the south
end brake valve as that is where the most
air leaks from and discovered a broken
spring inside the valve. Doug Rundell
found some similar springs on line while
Fred Lonnes gave me a contact at WABTEC
and eventually I was able to obtain the
exact replacement spring. I also cleaned
out the K-1 emergency valve and replaced
some of the gaskets with reproduction
leather gaskets I bought some years ago. I
was able to lap the north end brake valve
on July 13th. While we were operating the
car on Members Day, July 18th the south
whistle valve would not close all the way

until we cleaned it out. It was a very small
particle not allowing the valve to seat
completely. In regularly service on Sunday
July 19th we caught a south end folding
step on the Track 2 platform edge and
then figured out how to readjust the
mechanism to make it fold up properly.
With much help from Mike Gilles we
removed a rotted section of roof walkway
board and splice in a new piece on August
17th. With the help of Walt Stoner of the
Northern Ohio Railway Museum, owners
of sister car 303, I obtained a SherwinWilliams paint formula that is a match to
the roof color used when the cars were in
Cleveland. While I did some brush
painting on the roof most of the work was
done by Mike using paint rollers starting
on August 24th and finishing on August
31st. Both Fred Lonnes and Mike did some
touch painting of the Shaker Heights
scheme on both dashes. The north
retriever on the car failed and Doug
Rundell was able to get a spare unit
functioning which I painted so it could be
installed. The car performed well for the
ATRRM visit charter on September 16th.
The last mechanical task was to clean and
replace a pipe fitting on the south end
dead man’s pilot valve on September 27th
but we will have to wait until next season
to see if this also cuts down the air leaking
from that end of the car.

Credit needs to be given to a
number of people for their Car Department efforts. First Doug Rundell has been
working on understanding and rehabbing
Knutson No.5B retrievers. Besides 304, all
of our CA&E and North Shore rolling stock
use this retriever and we have been
having trouble with them over the last few
years. Doug has studied the patents and
developed ways to safely work on them.
Joe and Sandy Solinski, besides their usual
security patrols of the museum site and
other efforts, do a wonderful job of
cleaning out our cars especially during
Polar Express. With a lead from Brad
Preston, the mechanic for the Kenosha
Streetcar, I was able to procure what looks
to be a better grade carbon insert for our
cars that use the Ohio Brass J type harps,
and at a favorable price. Thanks also
needs to be given to Dave Kloke of Lincoln
Funeral Car and Leviathan locomotive
fame and member Peter Orum for
allowing us to store material on their
respective properties. We appreciate their
patience as we always seem to get bogged
down in some other museum project or
making some emergency repair. I am
afraid that I have forgotten someone or
some Car Department project but I do
appreciate all efforts.
Joseph Hazinski – Car Department
Superintendent
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Rails to Victory

Unknown

304 is loading passengers at the Paris (Castlemuir) station.

A German squad checks out our dispatching post in Coleman Yard when one
of the trains passes through.
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The 2015 version of Rails to
Victory was earlier in our season
compared to previous years, operating on May 30th and 31st due to
date conflicts with other re-enactor
activities. Because of the park
reconstruction in South Elgin the
parkland to the north of our site
was not available for the army
camps as in the past. Then on top
of it all it rained Saturday when our
special trains were run. One would
think this would have been a
disaster but I was amazed at the
resiliency of the various groups and
the people who came out to ride the
trains into occupied France just
before D-Day. As motorman on
304 I had nearly full capacity loads

Photos by Joe Hazinski except as noted.

It is Sunday morning, the sun is out and it is time
for a, now traditional, bicycle ride along the Fox
River on vintage bicycles including a US Army
issue Columbia bicycle.

on all the trips I made. As one of
the re-enactors said “War didn’t
care about the weather so we go on
anyway.” In spite of the rain a
good performance was put on by
the Germans, French resistance and
the Allies. Many of them camped
out overnight both Friday and
Saturday at the museum. I guess I
should understand it because as a
young boy the first time my family
went tent camping it rained the first
week and when my dad asked if we
should continue the second week
we kids all said yes! Sunday the
day dawned much better and our
trusty re-enactors did their bicycle
ride on the bike path. I had a
(Continued on page 22)

The German SS made quite a show of “checking papers”
as our visitors boarded 304 for their trip to Rouen.
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Rails to Victory

Battles raged under Stearns Road bridge between the French Partisans and the German’s with
the tide being turned by the US Army, a demonstration repeated for every train on Saturday.
Relax, the dynamite on the bridge pier is only borrowed railroad fusees.
A re-enactor US Army chaplain poses with our
Superintendent of Operations, Doug Rundell on Sunday.

(Continued from page 7)

chance to see many of the interesting displays in the Allied and
German camps. Being a
Studebaker fan my favorite was the
Studebaker 6x6 truck in US Army
colors. These trucks were somewhat rare as majority of the production from South Bend went to
the Russians on lend-lease. During
the epic Sunday afternoon battle on
our museum site which was well
attended, I learned that those reenactors who died first were the
FOX RIVER LINES
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ones who could afford the least
amount of blank ammunition.
These re-enactors are certainly
passionate about what they do and
I could feel their enthusiasm rub
off onto what we do at our museum
and the story we tell about the
Fox River Line. Many thanks to
Rebecca Tullock who coordinates
the re-enactor groups and generates
an always improved story line
using our museum and the Forest
Preserve as the setting.
Joseph Hazinski

Germans and
French religious
greet our “refugee”
passengers who are
fleeing the fighting
brought on by the
D-day invasion by
the Allies as it rains
at Rouen, France
(Blackhawk).

Prior to the battle
on Sunday
afternoon on the
museum site both
Allied and German
re-enactors
demonstrate their
World War II era
weapons to the
gathered crowd.
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Mabel
the Killdeer
With the Track 2 reconstruction project, museum volunteers
had an interesting insight into
Mother Nature. Chuck Galitz
discovered three killdeer eggs in
the ballast between two tie ends on
the east side of Track 3 North just
south of where the IC caboose was
temporarily stored during the early
stages of the project. They became
apparent when Mabel, as Chuck
named her, and her mate would
chirp at passersby and fain injury
to distract would be dangers to the
eggs. Chuck posted the area with
stakes and orange tape to protect
the eggs, which grew to four in
number, from the foot traffic of
track work volunteers and visitors
alike. Ground nesting by killdeers
is standard operating procedure and
the eggs are well camouflaged by
their size and coloration in the
stone ballast. All four hatched
successfully and were about the
size of a quarter. Other than being
unable to fly they are fully capable
of eating and walking so do not
require a traditional nest like a
robin does, which has to feed its
young. They were last seen ambling east towards the river where
the insects are most prevalent along
with mom and dad providing air
cover. Killdeers are our friends as
they enjoy consuming the mosquitos which we do not enjoy being
bitten by. Long live the killdeers at
the Fox River Trolley Museum.
Joseph Hazinski
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Photos by Joe Hazinski

Pumpkin Trolley

Above: On Sunday October 18th, a father and daughter
watch as North Shore 715 arrives at Castlemuir from
a visit to the pumpkin patch in Coleman Yard.
Left: Families are detraining from 715 at Castlemuir with their
pumpkins after receiving a treat from our Conductor Jim Gonyo.
Photos by Joe Hazinski

Above: Parents and grandparents take the opportunity to photograph
their children choosing a pumpkin and enjoying the Halloween display
with a trolley car in the background.
Left: Conductor Jim Tarbet beckons our riders to exit at the Coleman Yard
pumpkin patch to choose a pumpkin of their choice. Passengers
purchased a ticket for their pumpkin at the depot which they in turn give
to the conductor at the patch.
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Polar Express Potpourri

The Polar Express experience at
the Fox River Trolley Museum is a
multifaceted event that is extremely
important to the association’s bottom
line and a real meaningful event for area
families. There is so much work that goes
into putting this Rail Events licensed
presentation on by the volunteers of both
the museum and Fox Valley area civic
groups. To make it successful some
professional assistance is also hired to
coordinate, monitor and perform
portions of the experience. It is an
exhausting time from set up in early
November to final clean up in January.
As reported elsewhere car 40 experienced
an unexpected traction motor failure and
then its substitute car 43 suffered a
motor-generator failure. With the
assistance of Fred Lonnes and Chuck
Galitz in particular, operations were able
to be continued without canceling any
trains. What follows are some photos
which hint at some of the many tasks
necessary that made this event
happen in 2015.
Joseph Hazinski

The multiple sized waiters coats ready
to go for the community volunteers in
the warm up car 43 at Castlemuir.
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The North Pole factory flats used as a backdrop at Castlemuir.

Our baggage cart and depot decorations at the North Pole.

One of two new for 2015 North Pole station signs donated by Doug Rundell.

Photos by Joe Hazinski

Bill Minerly sweeps up while volunteer Rebecca Tulloch awaits the deadhead trip to Jon Duerr forest preserve for the first trip of the day.

Car 40 heading up a train to the North Pole
on the first weekend of 2015.

Santa is awaiting the arrival of the train at the North Pole
with rope lights on our south oak tree.
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Polar Express Potpourri

The loading process begins at Jon Duerr on the first trip of the day.

The south cab of car 40 serves as the sound booth
with the audio equipment set up by Chuck Galitz.
Our community volunteer waiters passing out cookies
and hot chocolate in car 45 just before departure.
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Late comers are boarding just as the train is scheduled to leave.
Our annual reader Laura Schaefer gives a wave next to one of the
many musicians who perform during the Polar Express season.

Believe, why we do this every year!

In 2015 rope lights adorned 7 and L-202 at the North Pole.
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Polar Express Potpourri

45 at the North
Pole with the
factory flats in
the background.

Here 40 is ready
to depart from
Blackhawk in
the rain.

Mike Gilles erects one of several banners that greet
our patrons coming into the forest preserve.

Joe and Sandy Solinski acted as the first shift dispatcher in the caboose at
the North Pole recording train departures and answering the museum phone.
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Our inflatable Santa, the landmark for the Jon Duerr entrance
is set up by Chuck Galitz every operating session.

Here Car 43 has been substituted for the ailing Car 40 during the last weekend of trains.

Again Car 43 heads up the last trip of the season to the North Pole.
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Trees Down Again,
Delay Operation
On Sunday June 14th, 2015 we had to deal with several trees
down along the line. Chris Nelson and I found them around 5pm
on Saturday during an inspection run at the conclusion of track
work for that day. A small tree which cleared all wires, but not the
track, south of Stop 53 and several trees at Stop 52 were down. It
wasn’t until looking back on it that I realized that there were three
trees involved at this location as I hadn’t been counting the third
as it didn’t foul any wires or track, it just was caught under the
other two trees. All three were removed here. Tree A was the main
culprit which when coming down first on top, took out a limb of
Tree B {the rest of Tree B is still behind the line pole}, both coming
to rest on the feeder cable and trolley wire and the aforementioned Tree C.
Upon return to Castlemuir on Saturday Chris and I picked up
the bucket lift cart, and parked it with locomotive #5 in front of the
depot for the attack on Sunday, also plugging in the bucket lift to
charge since it hadn’t been used since last fall.
On Sunday the tree trimming crew of Chris, Ralph Taylor, Jim
Gonyo, and myself started working about 10:00am and worked
until 2:30pm in the humid weather to clear the downed trees
along with some major brush “face slappers” along the way.
Train operation began at 3:00pm with a few trips using CTA
car 45 from track 2 until closing, while the tree train occupied the
main line at Castlemuir for cleanup.

Looking north at trees down on wire at stop 52.

Chuck Galitz, Chief Lineman
Photos by Chuck Galitz.
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Looking north at tree down two poles south of stop 53.
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